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Letter from the Editor
Charlotte Bannink
Editor-in-Chief

Dear medical students,
Four months on since the last issue of

The Medic was published we still face
significant uncertainty. Despite this we
have forged ahead, and the uni year is
now drawing to a close. In this second
issue of The Medic for 2020 we have
focused on the subject of Courage, which
has defined our own response and the
wider response of healthcare workers
towards the pandemic.

You’ll receive a ‘Prescription for

Courage’ from Eli Cropp, and
Nikki Burton, The Medic’s Copy Editor,
gives sound advice on what not to do
when it comes to exam preparation. Josh
Blum will challenge your thinking about
COVID-19 and Lachlan Clark in ‘Royal
Reminder’ looks to what is beyond the
pre-clinical years. Three articles within
this issue give insider knowledge into

what it’s really like at
each clinical school,
we hear from Chester
James-Smith on what’s
stopping you
moving your passion
into action, and we
have also included
poems to quench your
artsy thirst.

Ihope you enjoy

charlotte bannink
Editor-in-Chief
TUMSS Publications
Officer

reading this issue of The Medic as you relax
after your exams (or chill out in
preparation for intership!) Who knows what
things will look like six months from now
when the 2021 TUMSS Publications Officer
publishes the next issue of The Medic. All we
can do despite all the unknown is continue to
get through uni as best as we can and in the
meantime enjoy a well earnt summer break!
All the best,
Charlotte
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So far, yet
hardly a
block away.
It’s almost
taunting.

‘So far, yet hardly a block away.
It’s almost taunting.’
Royal Reminder - Lachlan Clark
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Royal
Reminder
EDITOR’S LETTER

lachlan clark

MTHE TEAM

any med students are
familiar with this view. This is what you
would see standing outside Menzies
and looking out across the street. Every
morning as I walk to school from The
Domain (pre-COVID) I glance up at the
building, the face of the hospital looming
over me as I make my way to my next
lecture.

F

or a pre-clinical student like
myself, the prospect of practising in a
real-life hospital feels like a lifetime away.
Such a far-fetched concept occupying a
dim corner of my headspace buried
beneath mountains of lectures, essays
and exams. As the hospital forces
itself into my field of view, however, the
thought of my future is dragged to the
surface. I’m confronted with the reality
of what
will one day be.
CONTACT
USThat one day
misinterpreting an ECG or LFT could
be more consequential than a zero on a
MyLo quiz. Or instead of a tutor grilling
me in a dissection lab, it’s a surgeon in
an operating theatre. Feelings of
inadequacy and unpreparedness wash
over me. I’m reminded of what I’m not
and how far I’ve got to go.

So far, yet hardly a block
away. It’s almost taunting.

B

ut at the same time, it also inspires
me. I look up with a sense of excitement
and wonder at the possibilities of what the
future could hold. It reinvigorates the
passion within me that drove me to sign up
in the first place. It motivates me,
reassuring me that there is an end goal and
the hours poring through pages of notes
won’t be for nothing. It reminds me that
the journey might not be easy but it will be
worth it. It keeps me grounded and gives
me direction when I might have otherwise
lost myself or forgotten why I’m doing this.
This is my dream and this is the future I’ve
chosen; seeing the Royal Hobart every day
means I can’t forget.
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‘A c a s h m e r e S u n d a y m o r n i n g d r e s s e d i n m i s t ’

Care - Isobel Dunbabin
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CARE
ISOBEL DUNBABIN

A cashmere Sunday morning dressed in mist
that lingers low ‘round sleeping hills and spits
down specks of rain that land as though they’ve missed
the earth. I stride to work, my hopes that it’s
an easy shift on handover dismissed.
He’s stubborn, grumpy, even worse – he hits
if you’re too close – so don’t you try insist!
A bedside table filled with cakes his wife
has baked; a tartan gown embraces him,
his hair two puffs of cloud behind each ear.
His tired eyes closed, he dozes, ugg boots near,
in place for when he wanders on a whim.
His smile – it splits his face with sun and life.
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‘Do your best and do whatever is best for you’
Debunking my exam superstitions - Nikki Burton

THE TEAM
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CONTACT US

Debunking my
Exam Supersititions
Nikki Burton

I

f you know me, you probably know at
least one month before exams I start to
go a bit over-the-top.
As exam season now looms closer,
my exam superstitions have started to
creep back into my head. After failing
my first year of medicine, I have
copied every single thing I did to
succeed during my repeat year exams
every year after - for every single exam
(formative, mid-semester - I know,
over-the-top), because I decided that
this was the only way to avoid failure
(hint: this is not true).
I have only just realised how much
that I am going over-the-top, and how
these superstitions have contributed
to several burnout close calls. Recently
I have been trying to overcome these
rituals/ habits/superstitions/feelings
of guilt, and I thought to humorously
call out my ridiculous behaviour might
help. Here are some of my exam season
“rules”, and why you shouldn’t copy
them:

A

voiding food poisoning:

I have managed to convince myself I will
cop food poisoning if I don’t cook for
myself during exams, so I never allow
myself to have takeaway/ meals out.
This is highly unlikely to happen, and if
an UberEats delivery will help you cope/
boost morale, I think you should go
ahead and proceed to checkout.

R

idiculous study hours, gym
guilt and sleep guilt:
If you take away any point of the article,
make it this one. Impossible hours of
studying is not going to help you. The
most important thing is a sustainable
routine of studying that you can enjoy
and spend focusing on maximising your
time. Feeling guilty for wanting to go to
the gym for a break or wanting to have
a sleep in is a red flag that you should
step back and make more time for
yourself, or you will burn yourself
out, which won’t help your exam
performance in the long run.
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L

unch needs to happen 1.5
hours before the exam start
time and I need to have a
protein ball/ banana/ some
similar kind of snack 1 hour
on the dot before the start
time:
This is to avoid getting hungry during
the exam. This is a good thing, but
the timing probably doesn’t need to
be down to the second and you won’t
fail the exam if you eat 45 mins before
or 2 hours before instead. You do you.

P

ublic transport only:
I’m scared I’m going to be in an
accident/get lost finding a park
en route to an exam venue, so I
always catch the bus. This is possible
but highly unlikely. Catching the bus
isn’t too unreasonable though. I did
carpool home from an exam once,
and I am still here to tell the tale.

A

rrival at the exam
venue at least 1 hour before
the exam start time:
This has led to many cold mornings
outside the activities centre and it
serves no real purpose. This year is
obviously much different - I recently
sat an exam at home online in my ugg
boots and it was really good.
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S

itting in the front row in
the exam room:
I’ve been doing this one since my high
school exams. The idea behind it is that
if I can’t see anyone else I won’t feel
stupid/intimidated by others
making their way through the paper
faster than me. What it leads to is me
feeling so nervous jockeying next to all
the taxation law students (I swear they
always have an exam at the same time
as us?) to be first into the exam room
to secure one of the few front row
seats. This is so silly to be putting this
pressure on minutes before start time
and I’ve never even bothered myself
too much with what others are doing
because I am too busy with my own
paper. Moral of the story? I need to
mind my own business.

T

he “night before the night
before”:
This started almost 10 years ago when
I was nervous the night before a cross
country race. I read an article saying
the sleep you get the night before a
race doesn’t matter, but building up a
good bank of sleep on the night before
the night before a race was more
important. This has led to a very
particular night before the night
before routine. This is not peerreviewed advice
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- you can only do your best with sleep
hygiene when you are nervous, and
it is normal to be nervous. I stayed
at my partner’s house before my last
exam and he is very good at stopping
me from stressing/ following silly
rules I have made up. We watched
Bachie instead. I had a great time and
I don’t think my exam performance
was any different to usual.

J

umper, ponytail and socks:

When a girl tightens her ponytail, you
know s**t is about to go down. I also
make sure I have comfy socks washed
and a warm jumper. Current fourth
years - I still haven’t gotten over how
cold the UniBar was for those exams
in second year. But you don’t need a
specific jumper to pass an exam.

B

rushing my teeth before
an exam:
This has also come from my athletics
days. I would do this right before I left
for a race - I used to swear it made it
easier to breathe but I think this was
some kind of placebo effect. Please
still brush your teeth, but I don’t mind
when you do.

M

y one month before the
exam alcohol blanket ban:
I also recently broke this rule! Please
avoid going all out a few days before
the exam, but a glass of Moscato with
dinner a few weeks before an exam
is going to be fine (also I refuse for
anyone to tell me Moscato is too sweet
- you are wrong).

I

n the end, you have all sat
exams before and I’m sure you all
have worked out a solid routine of
your own. My main advice is this:
don’t let stress take hold of you and
control every aspect of your life in
those weeks before. Make sure you
have a life outside of your studying.
Do your best and do whatever is best
for you. I am going to try my hardest
to ease up on the expectations I have
on myself, because the moral of the
story is that a handful of silly rules
and traditions are not going to be the
thing that separates my mark from
being a pass or a fail. We have all been
working hard this year and have
earnt and deserve our results fair and
square.
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‘A supervillain is something recognisable – they might
resemble us visually, audibly, and so on’
IF COVID WERE A SUPERVILLAIN - Josh Blum
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If COVID were a
Supervillain

JOSH BLUM

It’s a timeless trope, done over and

over again throughout generations of
action and adventure films;
the evil alien/eccentric mad scientist/
diabolical corporate billionaire/[insert
comic book supervillain here] is
enacting their plan to take over the
world, only to be thwarted by no single
individual in particular, but a
community of otherwise mismatched,
incompatible, everyday people coming
together to put aside their differences
and overpower the dastardly villain. It’s
a touching - if not a bit on the nose tribute to the abilities of the modest and
mundane spirit of mankind and
community.

Unfortunately, 2020 has proven to

us that this is probably no more than a
mere cliched fantasy. COVID has been
the closest thing to a supervillain set
on world domination that this young
century has encountered, and our
response to it has been less than
heroic. However, COVID is not in the
same league as Lex Luthor’s and Loki’s,
for it is a far less recognisable concept
than a figure with a face, body and
limbs.

Is the lack of a tangible, visible and

personable enemy the reason we have
struggled to keep COVID under
control? Would we - as a global
population - benefit from fighting a
COVID-19 that resembles a human,
whose super-abilities include being
immune to 5G conspiracies? I’m not so
sure…

We suck at a lot of things; chiefly,

things our brains haven’t evolved to
understand, like really big numbers,
optical illusions and embryology (RIP
my applied exam scores). One such
thing we are particularly ill-equipped
for is certain kinds of risk assessment.
Howard Kunreuther is an economist
who studies people’s behaviour and
attitudes toward natural disaster
occurrences. He describes two kinds of
risk assessment; intuitive and
deliberative. Intuitive risk assessment is
the basis of the “monkey-see,
monkey-do” mindset, and is a trait that
has evolved to keep us safe from basic
dangers throughout the history of
mankind. We are, by nature, pretty good
at intuitive risk assessment. The part we
can struggle with is our
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deliberative risk assessment. This is
an exhausting, strenuous challenge
that we can attempt, wherein we
must be pragmatic and account for
every factor, outcome and
complication possible in order to
judge the level of risk present in
a situation. We aren’t too great at
deliberative risk assessment.

Our struggle stems from a battle

older than the clashing of any Peter
Parker and Doc Oc; it stems from
the core conflict between rationality
and emotionality. Are you scared of
flying? Many are, despite the
estimated one-in-5-million chance
of your plane plummeting. This
is because our intuitive risk
assessment is good at reminding
us that it is unnatural to be in an
aluminium dinghy eleven
kilometres in the sky, and our
deliberative risk assessment skills
might lack the knowledge of the
over-engineered, exhaustingly
rigorous safety precautions in place
whilst flying.

Applying this to our COVID

situation, we can appreciate
why we’re struggling to win this
battle. A supervillain is something
recognisable – they might resemble
us visually, audibly, and so on. As
such, any threat they pose instantly
sparks our intuitive risk

assessment; they are a threat to
which we can assign emotional
valency and so we will respond with
caution accordingly. But a virus?
What’s a virus to the everyday person
without the equipment, training and
knowledge to inform their
deliberative risk assessment skills?

To say that it’s impossible to feel

emotion in regard to a virus would
be erroneous and insensitive toward
those who’ve lost loved ones to the
COVID-19 pandemic. But for the
vast majority of us, particularly in
Tasmania, where COVID seems to be
an enemy whose scope is limited to
our over-the-pond-cousins in
Victoria, it is easy to reduce its toll
to pure numbers. Unfortunately,
numbers have a tough time eliciting
emotion.

Our inability to apply statistics

and trends to our everyday planning
combined with our readiness to
be bored, lonely, pessimistic, etc.
during social isolation creates a life
led by our intuitive risk assessment
winning out against our deliberative.
This leads to a cognitive dissonance
wherein we choose to be deaf to the
reality of our situation despite the
overwhelming evidence telling us not
to be. Knowledge alone is not enough
to affect change.
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COVID has proved this, but in
reality, so too have so many
tangible human traits and customs
practiced throughout generations.
People know smoking causes
cancer; they know excessive alcohol
is harmful for them and that their
body and psyche will not be
thanking them for the 14-hour
Netflix binge they’ve chosen over
studying. And yet we all do all of
these anyway.

If COVID were the main villain

of an Avengers movie, then the
even bigger villain we all wait to
see after the credits roll by would
be the cognitive dissonance that
situations pertaining to our health
elicit. On an individual scale, we
suck at pragmatic risk assessment
and this creates communities that
are prone to paradoxical behaviour,
such as breaches in COVID
restrictions and generally risky
decisions despite knowledge that
their behaviour might be
dangerous. Heaven forbid the most
heinous of these manifestations;
the conspiracy theory.

While the fight against COVID

might be a more tangible one,
should COVID really be a bloke in
spandex with a plot to destroy

mankind, it would not
necessarily be an easier one. Sure, it
would be harder (I think…) to blame
the pandemic on our “authoritative,
dictatorial governments” or 5G
network towers. But, when the real
problem lies in the fact that the things
we should be doing aren’t the same as
things we must, no alternative framing
of the situation at hand will put us in a
more favourable position.

So, perhaps quite unsurprisinly,

Hollywood probably doesn’t hold the
solutions to our problems on this
occasion. In fact, its reliance on
happy endings is likely
symptomatic of the internal discord
that we all battle when we favour our
emotional being over our
knowledgeable one. But I wouldn’t be
so quick to write off any lesson that
the silver screen or the comic book
panel has to offer just yet; after-all,
just as every hero has their
kryptonite, so too does every villain.
I guess COVID’s is hand sanitiser or
something? I don’t know, I was
hoping for a more profound
conclusion, but I guess you’ll have to
wait for the sequel.
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‘Hydra and sculptor
acquaint,
COURAGE - CAROLINE GRACE
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COURAGE - CAROLINE GRACE

Hydra and sculptor acquaint,
Whispering in Morse code
I eavesdrop feint
Murmurs of ancient ode
Spacelessness between
Tranquillity pats my head
The world is serene
Moon and earth are wed
O how brave the sun
Hercules would tremor
For Unlikely conversations undone
Until tomorrow come
Yet still the morrow
Sol braves to rouse
Precious sleepy sparrows
To leave a stick clad house
Above and meanwhile
Hydra and sculptor pause
A conversation rivalled
By sun’s persistent cause
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‘If scientists are the most trusted profession
globally, doctors are the most trusted in Australia’

Medicine: A Call to Civil Disobedience
Chester James-Smith
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Medicine: A Call to
Civil Disobedience
Chester james-smith

My name is Chester, I am a final

year medical student, and I have some
questions. What I want to know is, in
the light of climate change inaction
and other social injustices, e.g.
government mistreatment of
refugees1,2, and Aboriginal deaths in
custody3, should I join other doctors
around Australia4,5 and get arrested
for a cause? What is civil
disobedience? Is it a good idea? What
does the evidence say? What does my
training say? And finally, who’s going
to stop me?

Growing up I was a very passive

concerned citizen. I voted green,
picked up rubbish and flew to many
distant places. My concern for the
world around me was definitely there,
however the number of times I acted
on this concern were few and far
between. Now in my final year of
medical school I have spent quite a lot
of time on the streets, in the boss’
office, battling bureaucracy and on
one occasion challenging politicians. I
have been in the paper, on the news,
and on the radio.

There have been three key catalysts

on my journey thus far. The first is Pete
Donkersley, a medical student,
activist, ‘epidemiologist in the making’,
and friend. In 2018 Pete sadly took his
own life. The second, the ‘social
determinants spectacles’ that I acquired
in first year, I wear them daily. The
third, medical ethics.

“The reasonable man (person)

adapts himself (themselves) to the
world; the unreasonable one persists
in trying to adapt the world to himself
(themselves). Therefore, all progress
depends on the unreasonable man
(person)”. Nothing has summed Pete
up better. Pete’s legacy lives strong in
the impact he had on those who knew
him. Personally, he inspires me to think
big and do more.

I quickly came to realise how much of
the world around me social
determinants could explain. Not only
did social determinants demonstrate
the bigger picture, they also offered
potent opportunities for change. I have
never looked back.
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Non maleficence, beneficence,

autonomy and justice. These four
principles guide doctors. Further to
these pillars, we have a document called
the Code of Conduct which fills in some
of the gaps6. As future clinicians we will
be accountable to this code and these
principles. Health advocacy is an
important concept in the Code.

Doctors involved in this direct

action broke the law and a number
were subsequently arrested4. From
personal experience, these people are
now described as medical heroes by the
profession. You could say that the
doctors of BUGA-UP went above and
beyond, you could also say they were
just doing their job.

Pete, social determinants and medical Communication is the key instrument
ethics inspire me to be involved in
issues of social justice. They have
carried me this far, but what do they say
about civil disobedience? I’m sure Pete
would offer a slightly too loud and very
enthusiastic clap (for those who knew
him it was his signature of
appreciation). Social determinants
would be the target of any action and
medical ethics, well that’s where it gets
interesting.

“I think I probably saved more lives

with a spray can than I ever did with
a scalpel4". These are the words of Dr
Arthur Chesterfield-Evans, who was an
active participant of Billboard Utilising
Graffitists Against Unhealthy
Promotions (BUGA-UP) in the 1980s4.
This group of activists defaced
billboards advertising tobacco around
Australia, a campaign that “radically
transformed the public understanding”
and contributed to tobacco advertising
reform in 19934.

of advocacy7. Civil disobedience intends
to draw attention to issues that the
broader community should consider7.
The involvement of health professionals
may add credibility and highlight
severity of the issues and thus improve
effectiveness7. Research suggests no
government can survive sustained
pressure by 3.5% of their population8.
Importantly, it was found that all of the
campaigns considered in one study that
achieved the ‘3.5%’ were non-violent.
Non-violent campaigns outperformed
violent campaigns by two to one8. The
potential is volatile, and worthy causes
are many and diverse.

I have reason for optimism. If

scientists are the most trusted
profession globally, doctors are the most
trusted in Australia9. How many
doctors under arrest would it take to
draw attention to issues where lives are
at stake?
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Non-violent civil disobedience is an
effective medium for change. As
doctors, we have ethical obligations
to our patients and communities
and in the right circumstances “we
should not shy away [from civil
disobedience]1".

W

ith the presence of Pete at my
side, a review of medical ethics and a
consideration of social determinants
I have answered a number of my
questions. Unanswered however,
who is going to stop me?
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Respond to every call that excites your
spirit. - Rumi

The true sign of intelligence
is not knowledge but imagination. - Einstein

Prescription for Courage - Eli Cropp

Whether you think you can or you think
you can’t, you’re probably right. -Ford

"Because having courage is a
learnt behaviour not an
intrinsic one, each courageous
thing you do is cumulative"

Out beyond ideas of right
and wrong, there is a
field. I'll meet you there. Rumi

Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability
to climb a tree. It will live its whole life believing that it is
stupid.- Einstein

Courage easily finds its own eloquence. - Titus

Let freedom reign. The sun never set on so glorious a human
achievement - Mandela

Prescription for
Courage
EDITOR’S LETTER

eli cropp

There are many times throughout my

medical career in which courage has
THE
TEAM
been
required
– in various doses. From
the small amount of courage required in
offering to take my first blood pressure,
to the rather large amount of courage
it takes to travel interstate and overseas
for opportunities. I’ve needed courage
for positive reasons – like mustering
the nerve to ask to scrub in for the first
time, and for negative reasons – like
returning to an internship the day after
being propositioned and followed for 2
kilometres on my walk in!

Of all the types of courage, I find the

most challenging situation the one in
which you feel like you should “stand
up for what you believe in.” Given the
hierarchical nature of medicine, it feels
uncomfortable to write this – as
medical students are trained mostly by
those who know far more than we do.
CONTACT US
However, it will surprise few to note
there are endemic issues in medicine
too, documented well in the media –
high rates of burnout, sexism,
presenteeism to name a few. Not to
mention that medicine is not
exempt from the wider society, and
prejudicial opinions held in the

community can be found within the
walls of the hospital too.

When presented with a difficult

situation, as a medical student (whose
opinion is rarely sought) it can be
extremely difficult to say something.
Though, it would be worse to say
nothing, and let it go unchallenged –
perhaps they will think you agree with
them! To give tangible examples, there
have been times where doctors have
made throwaway comments that I find
difficult to stomach – from dead
naming patients, to comments with
obvious racist or sexist overtones.

Finding courage to speak up is

challenging, and I’ll admit has evaded
me on occasion – so much so that I have
brainstormed with other students on
appropriate responses. The most
versatile of the responses were, for
instance, feigning ignorance with,
“Sorry, I don’t get it” when
presented with a joke or comment, or,
“I didn’t know we still said that,” or
even my personal favourite – “I wasn’t
aware of that – should I be writing this
down?” Of course, to deliver these at
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any given
time requires
a prescription
EDITOR’S
LETTER
for courage, at bare minimum.***
For ones that require targeted (rather
than empiric) responses – apologies,
you are on your own!

Y

ou may wonder why this is
important – will the opinion of a
medical student even make any
THE
TEAM
difference?
Maybe it will, or it may
just give someone a chance to pause
and rethink, or potentially it won’t
change a thing. However it’s still
important to do – why? Because
having courage is a learnt behaviour
not an intrinsic one, each courageous
thing you do is cumulative. Today
you may be subtly indicating that you
don’t agree with “there is no reason
for CTG scripts to be in Tasmania”
or any other issue, but tomorrow
you may say why, and after that join
a group to raise awareness or join
an action group and finally, before
you know it you are creating positive
change on a daily basis. All with a
dose of courage!
*** employ at own risk!

CONTACT US

HOBART CLINICAL
SCHOOL
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ZANNA JODLOWSKA, MULTIPLE AUTHORS

Choosing your clinical school is always

going to be a tough decision! I remember
being in 2nd and 3rd year and feeling like
I only ever had people yelling the
positives of their own clinical school at
me, without ever providing any real
comparison (sorry if it seems like we are
still doing that). I am hoping that by
telling you about my reasons for
choosing HCS (Hobart Clinical School)
and how my experience has been for the
past 2 years, I might be able to provide
some context for the decision.

I chose to stay in Hobart at the HCS for
both 4th and 5th year, and there were
several reasons for this.

Mainly, it has meant I have been able

to continue to play netball competitively
(not so much this year in the end…) and
to remain close to my family on Bruny
Island. Beyond these reasons, the HCS
has A LOT to provide. I have found that
it brings a really diverse group of
medical students together - a lot of
people have families, jobs, sports etc.
outside of med school and it makes for a
really fun and interesting group of
people. You have also probably heard
that it can seem a lot more independent
at the HCS. Honestly I don’t have
anything to compare it to, but I have
found that I have received an
appropriate amount of support during
my 4th and 5th years.
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These clinical years are about being
provided with great clinical
opportunities and choosing to approach
these in the way that best supports
your studies. In some cases this may
mean hanging around to watch a cool
procedure or learn about intern tasks
or it may mean leaving the ward so that
you can better prepare for OSCEs. The
HCS has always been supportive of this.

T

he added independence of the HCS
does come with the negative of
meaning you have to do a fair bit of
self-motivation, and often have to
navigate the hospital and clinical school
yourself; but I have always thought that
these are important skills to develop for
future practice anyway!

Lastly, as I have said, I cannot directly
compare my experience at the HCS to
any other clinical school but there are
several specialties at the RHH that do
not exist at other Tasmanian hospitals.
This means you will have the
opportunity to see some coooool stuff
transferred down and also experience
placement in a tertiary hospital,
something that may be really useful
for your intern year and career moving
forwards.

POSITIVES

(much more of these than negatives)
1. The Hospital
· Clinical teaching is quite good without
being too full on and scary.
· Most registrars and other doctors are
very happy for you to stay on
placement for what is actually
contributing to your learning and then
leave if you have other study to do.
· The RHH tends to be quite busy so
when it comes to exam time, it’s often
easier to sneak off to do study as they
don’t mind.
· More exposure to tertiary specialties
that are not represented/ you will have
less exposure to at other hospitals.
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This is a good aspect if you are
interested in these specialties and also
helps if you want to be an intern at the
RHH in the near future.
2. The Hobart Clinical School
· Generally HCS-led teaching is
fairly minimal, so being at this clinical
school will teach you to be an
independent learner. The teaching we
do get is usually quite good though.
· The common room area in the HCS
is modern and nice to have lunch and
chat to your friends. The clinical
library downstairs is a great space to
study as well!
· I found that our cohort bonded a
bit over the common struggle that
was trying to navigate medical school
with HCS admin staff at the helm a la
Faulty Towers style.
3. Being In Hobart
· Close to family and friends outside of
med. Although I was busier, it meant
I could dissociate from med-related
things and catch up with ‘non-med
people’.
· Can live with parents.
· Close to beaches and the mountain!
· Lots of university societies are based
out of Hobart.
· Plentiful happy hours (Brisbane
hotel, tele), generally good food easy
to access.

NEGATIVES:

· Due to extracurricular commitments,
people are less likely to hang out
outside of uni hours eg. difficulties
organising events like going to the pub
for knock-off beers on a Friday
· Rental prices are also the most
expensive.
· HCS Admin are a bit less responsive
than at other clinical schools so you
often have to navigate issues on your
own. They’re also not always super
receptive to feedback given about
rotations or other matters and don’t
seem to act on suggestions which can
be frustrating.
· If you rely on a lot of didactic
teaching/ clinical school led
teaching like lectures/tutes, you will
find it harder at the HCS compared to
the other two clinical schools.

LAUNCESTON
CLINICAL SCHOOL
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JO LEVIS

‘Ahh, the Great City of the North,”

my internal monologue tells me as I
drive down into Launceston
(literally). There’s many things to love
about Launceston, including the
weather and air quality of a city
situated in a basin that is a) immune
from the harsh winds of the sea and b)
traps both the morning fog and ‘heat’
from a sunny day. The Launceston
Clinical School (LCS) is located in a
snazzy new building right next to the
Launceston General Hospital (LGH) in
the heart of Launceston. You can find
many rental properties at affordable
prices within walking distance - close
enough to roll out of bed at 7.45am to
be on the ward by 8am, as I do most
days. Many houses have foundations

from the 1800s era so tend to be on the
chilly side, but if you’re lucky a heater
does the trick of ensuring that your
Raynaud’s doesn’t turn your fingers
white (or gangrenous) for good.

The LGH itself services Tasmanians

lucky enough to live in the North and
North West of the State with many, but
not all specialties. 2019 saw the
inclusion of the mythical New
Neurologists (say that 5 times fast), and
there are other surgical specialties that
service the North including Urology
and Plastics. In general, the staff at the
hospital are friendly and keen to teach,
and there are often opportunities for
one on one time with Consultants
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and senior Registrars. If you hang
around like a bad smell long enough
with your team, you’ll be kindly
rewarded with coffee on rounds from
the Caf. Don’t waste energy walking
across the road to Aroma’s for coffee
– the Caf provides all the caffeinated
goodness on the convenient Level 2.

The added bonus of the LCS is group
learning day every Wednesday in
fourth year, where you get a break
from the wards and get to hang out
with all your mates, even if going
forward it will be over Zoom (but who
doesn’t love lectures in their PJs??).

W

f this hasn’t convinced you to
choose the LCS as #1 for your clinical
years, the Gorge will really bring it
home for you. Dubbed Launceston’s
#1 attraction, the Gorge is a
swimming basin that makes all your
summer dreams come true: an
outdoor swimming pool, natural
water of the South Esk River to swim
in and NO sand!!

hen you’ve had enough of the
wards or need a break, a short walk
across the carpark will lead you to the
LCS where you will reach the friendly
faces of the LCS Admin Staff.
Seriously the LCS Staff are GREAT.
They will help you out with whatever
your troubles are with placements,
but also love to have a yarn if you’re
sick of talking about med med med.

I
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You can even pay
$18 return for
(probably) the
longest single span
chairlift in the
world to see this
beauty from a
height!

Now, getting to

Launceston does
still require a drive
from Hobart (a
mere 2.5 hours).
But I guarantee
you’ll say AT LEAST
once after a
weekend of TUMSS
events, “Damn, I’m
glad I don’t have
to drive ALL the
way to Burnie, f*ck
that!”

With all seriousness though, despite the subtle tones of sarcasm presented

here, the LCS is a fantastic place for your clinical years. With the combination
of excellent teaching, friendly staff, lots of great cafes and restaurants, hopefully
a great group of students and of course the Gorge - I have no doubt it will be a
great way to put the cherry on top of your MBBS. Both myself and almost all the
students I have attended the LCS with have loved it and would rate it 5 stars. I
*almost guarantee you’ll love it!
(*if you don’t, don’t sue me)
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RURAL
CLINICAL
SCHOOL
SARAH GRACE

To the enthusiastic rural

generalists out there (and those still
in the pre-contemplation stage of
change):
This is why you should venture to the
North-West!
Pros!!!!!!
· RCS teaching is premium, with
plenty of chances to learn practically
with simulations & clinical skills every
GLP week.
· The strong sense of community up
here means that you are not just
introduced to patients as “the
medical student”, but actually by your
first name (and the patient will
probably remember you from that
time you saw them on GP… and last
admission… and at clinic!).
· Snow days at Cradle Mountain,
weekends walking through the
Tarkine and post-uni dips at

Boat Harbour.
· The snack cupboard is always full,
with brekkie on Thursdays if you
walk or ride to uni (always a good
idea, but especially if you are
planning to go into theatre).
· Did I mention the hands-on
opportunities to perform procedures
on the wards, wave consult in clinic
and even get your ALS certificate.
· Rent is affordable (around $30-50
per week including utilities at UTAS
accom) and other allowances are
available, so students are very well
supported!
· Beach Hotel Quiz Night.
· Mersey days should always include
a trip to Anvers (bring your keep cup
and order takeaway for the 2 free
truffles ifykyk).
· The legendary admin staff are a
team of superstars, they will do their
best to accommodate your every
need and reply to your emails at
lightning speed.
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· You will learn what a MOOC is
(not a moo cow but we do have
those too).
· There are some really special '
opportunities to get rural and head
to King Island, Geraldton or maybe
even Kirabati (google image search
this).
· Marrawah and Sulphur Creek surf
trips.
· Everyone really looks out for you,
whether it is the phone call you get
from mum admin when you are sick,
or the pesto potatoes you are fed at
Wednesday night tutes – someone
will always have your back whether it is the phone call you get from
mum admin when you are sick, or
the pesto potatoes you are fed at
Wednesday night tutes – someone
will always have your back!

Cons (I have added these
points to keep us humble):
· The 4 hours to Hobart can
sometimes seem long, but
carpooling is the answer.
· Your car will forever be sandy.
· There is no Officeworks in Burnie
so be sure to buy your pretty
stationary elsewhere.
· Being a regional hospital, there
are limited medical and surgical
specialties but rather more broad
learning opportunities that prepare
you well for intern year.
· The Den is in Hobart.
· Park Run will give you blisters, but
go to the Chapel for eggs benny
afterwards and you will feel better.
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· Hobart starts to give you bright
lights, big city vibes and you will
start referring to it as ‘the big smoke’
initially as a joke but then you just
don’t stop.
· You may get extra thicc with the
Ashgrove and Christmas Hills stops
for free tastings.
· Greens.
Thanks for listening to my TED Talk,
I hope to see you on the better side
of Campbell town soon!
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CRATER LAKE
ART BY ISOBEL DUNABIN

ASSORTED PICTURES OF THIS
YEAR (ONCE WE WERE FREE
FROM LOCKDOWN)

DISTANT SOCIALISING

START A BOOKCLUB

SEND SOMETHING

TEXT A FRIEND

LEARN A DANCE

HAVE A DINNER PARTY

HOST A QUIZ

